One-leaf buffers, comparing in between puts. But consider what the equality of the fringes WITHOUT CONSING. The motivation is Greussay (1976) has a correct solution but to the wrong problem! That after all you can walk the tree this way, for example to print it each tree as a stream and then compare them incrementally, which the original puzzle, as told to me by Carl Hewitt at !JCAI2, is to test the Samefringe Problem. SAMEFRINGE interprets. (Very interesting <Weizenbaum 1976>)

Streams do. Each has the usual depth-first tree traversal algorithm in it, and each time it is asked for "next leaf" it must continue the. number which cannot is still proportional to N. (SAMEFRINGE '(l 1 2 ... 100) '(l 2 ... 100)) would explicitly chew up 30,100 cells, about a third of which could not be garbage collected along the way, the number which cannot is still proportional to N^2. For example, (SAMEFRINGE '(t1 2 ... 100) '(t1 2 ... 100))
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Unfortunately (well, fortunately for Prenner, Hewitt ...) Patrick Greussay (1976) has a correct solution but to the wrong problem! The original puzzle, as told to me by Carl Hewitt at !JCAI2, is to test the equality of the fringes WITHOUT CONSING. The motivation is that after all you can walk the tree this way, for example to print it or find if it contains FOO.

Here's why you can't do it. The obvious solution is to treat each tree as a stream and then compare them incrementally, which is entirely analogous to putting the trees leaf by leaf into a pair of one-leaf buffers, comparing in between puts. But consider what the streams do. Each has the usual depth-first tree traversal algorithm in it, and each time it is asked for "next leaf" it must continue the algorithm from where it last output a leaf; i.e., it must preserve its own CONTROL state between calls, which is a thing LISP can't do and coroutines and the continuing debate/research on AI languages is mostly about.

This is in a strong sense the only way to do the problem, and indeed Greussay's FRINGE constructs stream-like objects with CAR the next leaf and CDR a coded form of what to do next, which SAMEFRINGE interprets. (Very interesting <Weizenbaum 1976>)

Oddly enough Steve Hardy of Sussex sent essentially the same program to me in response to my own incomplete statement of the SAMEFRINGE problem in a draft of a paper I wrote <Anderson 1976> which touches on some of these issues. Obvious remarks:

1. I suppose we should say "in a fixed amount of storage" rather than "without CONSing", and indeed we have to include the "data" qualification since the coroutine hack uses control storage. Actually it isn't a hack since the allocation and deallocation is handled perfectly and without garbage-collection.
2. Yes you can do it in a Lisp with spaghetti-stacks, since then you can implement the streams, though not very cleanly in Interlisp, for example.
3. Yes (Roger and all you other hackers!) in the case of no sharing you could trade space for time and keep the stream as a pointer to the list cell containing the last leaf compared, next time running right through the tree until you got there, etc. But with sharing you can't because that pointer might not be unique and you could need 0(tree storage) storage to keep counts. And so on.
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As Greussay has pointed out, the SAMEFRINGE problem has been notoriously overused as a justification for coroutines. However, the "ordinary Lisp" solution he offers is unnecessarily inefficient in both time and space. Briefly, the SAMEFRINGE problem is to write a function that will return true if the atoms in two LISP trees are the same and appear in the same order when the trees are traversed in left-to-right preorder (i.e., if you PRINT and delete all parentheses and spaces, the two resulting character strings would be identical). The problem is in finding an efficient solution that will not do any unnecessary work when the two trees differ in their first positions. The obvious hack of flattening the two trees and then using EQUAL is not a good idea for this reason.

We note first of all that Greussay's algorithm does not treat NIL as an atom but as a "leafless" tree. That is, the two trees (A NIL B) and (A B) are considered to have the same fringe. We consider this to be a bug, although a minor one which could be fixed.

A more serious criticism is that his algorithm is grossly inefficient in both execution time and memory requirements. Both time and memory are proportional to the square of the number of atoms in the trees to be compared, regardless of their structures. Given two trees, T1 and T2, such that each contains N atoms and the two have the same fringe, his algorithm requires:

\[ 3N^2 - 5N + 3(pathlength(T1) + pathlength(T2)) \]

CONS cells to determine that the trees have the same fringe. Although some of these cells can be "garbage collected" along the way, the number which cannot is still proportional to \( N^2 \). For example,

\[ \text{(SAMEFRINGE '(t1 2 ... 100) '(t1 2 ... 100))} \]

would explicitly chew up 30,100 cells, about a third of which could not be garbage collected until the end.

The first SAMEFRINGE algorithm we present requires memory proportional to the number of atoms in the trees to be compared. The total number of CONS cells used is less than the sum of the number of atoms in the two trees. This algorithm has the nice property that the number of CONS cells needed is inversely related to the similarity between the two trees. For example, SAMEFRINGE of EQUAL trees requires no additional CONS cells. In fact, we have found it difficult to devise examples which require more than a few extra CONS cells.

The execution time is apparently linear with respect to the number of atoms in the trees. We hedge because there is some chance that \( N^3 \) computations may be hiding in the calls to NCONC. This algorithm avoids order \( N^2 \) memory requirements by judiciously "flattening" parts of the trees as it goes along. Don't let the NCONC scare you, the algorithm is not destructive.

1. SIGCART Newsletter 59, August 1976.
(DE SAMEFRINGE (t1 t2)
  ((LAMBDA (from? depth) (EQ (SF t1 t2 0.) T) NIL 0.))
  (DE SF (t1 t2 depth)
    (COND ((NULL t1) (SETQ from? 'T) (NCONS t1))
         ((NULL t2) (SETQ from? 'T) T)
         (ATOM (CAR t1))
         (COND (ATOM (CAR t2))
             (AND (EQUAL (CAR t1) (CAR t2))
                 (SF (CDR t1) (CDR t2) depth)))
         (JOIN (SF t1 (CAR t2) (1+ depth)) NIL (CDR t2))))
  (DE JOIN (excess rest1 rest2)
    (COND ((NULL excess) NIL)
         ((NOR rest1 rest2) excess)
         ((EQ from? 'BOTH) (SF rest1 rest2 (1+ depth)))
         ((EQ from? 'T) (JOIN (SF rest1 excess rest2) (CDR t2) NIL))
         ((EQ from? 'T) (JOIN (SF excess rest1 rest2) (CDR t2) NIL))))
  (DE CONSER (a b)
    (OR (AND a b (NCONC a (COND ((ZEROP depth) b) (T (NCONS b))))))
    a)
  )
)

Finally, one must wonder why the obvious two-stack non-
recursive solution is unacceptable to so many people. It runs in
linear time, is easy to understand, and works for atomic arguments
and trees which contain "dotted-pairs" (CONS cells whose CDR is
atomic but not NIL) -- things which both the above solution and
Greussay's blow up on.

(DE SAMEFRINGE (t1 t2)
  (PROG (stack1 stack2)
    (WHILE (AND (EQUAL (PROGN (UNTIL (ATOM t1) (IF (CDR t1) (PUSH stack1 (CDR t1)))
                         (SETQ t1 (CAR t1)))
               (1))
               (PROGN (UNTIL (ATOM t2) (IF (CDR t2) (PUSH stack2 (CDR t2)))
                         (SETQ t2 (CAR t2)))
               (1))
      (stack1 stack2)
      (POP stack1 t1)
      (POP stack2 t2))
    (RETURN (AND (EQUAL t1 t2) (NULL stack1) (NULL stack2))))
  )
)

2. For further details apply to Computer Truth Society.